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FIRM SIZE, PIE, TIMELINESS RANKINGS, 
AND NEGLECT A.MONG FIRMS 

ANALYZED BY VALUE LINE 
Thomas M. Krueger and Keich H. Johnson' 

Introduction 

In a recent article, Edelman and Baker (I 987) present results indicating 
cha! the investor should "watch out when the number of inscitucional own-
ers exceeds eight." In a dynamic study of the neglected firm effect, these 
authors found that excess returns are significantly reduced once the number 
of institutional owners is greater than eight. In their conclusion, che authors 
note that they made no examination of the impact of different type5 of in-
stitutional holders on returns . The present study attempts to shed some light 
on the significance of this limitation by testing for anomaly explanatory pO\\er 
across firms which are not neglected by the largest investment advisory serv-
ice - Value Line, Inc. 

Since the late I 970s, numerous studies have been published reporting evi-
dence in connict with the efficient market hypothesis. Variables which have 
persistently been related to abnormal returns arc commonly referred to as 
anomalies, with three of the most commonly analyzed anomalies being the 
size effect, price/ earnings ratio effect, and Value Line "enigma." These vari-
ables have consistently been related to returns in excess of that predicted by 
a variety of equilibrium models. 

Researchers have attempted to explain these market anomalies in terms 
of tax effects, transactions costs, misspecification of systematic risk, and li-
quidity rremium5 with only partial success. Another proposed explanation 
for anomaly behavior has been firm neglect. and the related consequence 
of information deficiency. Arbel, Carvell, and Strebel (1982, 1983, 1985, 
1987) argue that higher returns are required on investments for which there 
is little available information or thin institutional interest. Thi5 explanation 
is consistent with Merton's (1987) discussion of "shadow costs." 

This study examines the importance of the three ropular anomalies em-
ploying a sample of firms designed to minimize the rotential confounding 
influence of firm neglect. Previous research controlling for firm neglect gener-
ally employed statistical control and included a proxy variable such as the 
period of time elapsed since listing, citations in the financial press, and the 
number of analysts following a given security . The control provided in this 
research is through experimental design. Srecifically, the sample of firms 
consists only of those followed by Value Line. Such firms cannot be consi-
dered truly neglected in that Value Line publishes a comprehensive base of 
information from which investment decisions can be made as well as fore-
casts and evaluations.' Also, Value Line follows only those firms for which 
they believe there exists sufficient investor interest. 
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In order to give the reader an impression of how this screen compares to 
several alternative measures of firm neglect, institutional ownership, analyst 
interest, and investor activity were examined. ' Information obtained and 
respective sources were: 

a. Percentage of stock held by institutions - Standard & Poor's 
b. Number of analysts making recommendations on a specified 

security - Zacks Croporate Earnings Estimator 
c. Percentage of stock trading each week - Media General Finan-

cial Service 

This information Y.as obtained for the forty largest and forty smallest firms 
in the sample for which all information Y.as available. These subsets were 
chosen to identify the potential variation in the level of neglect between the 
largest and smallest firms. As one can ~ee by reviewing the first column of 
Table I, the largest firms dwarfed the \mallest firms by a ratio of 60 to t. 

Sile 
Subset 

Large 

Small 

Table I 

Mc~urcs of firm Ncgkl't for the 
Smalle'>t and Largest fort} Firms in the Sample 

Decemhcr 1989 
(Ranges gi\en in Parcnthesc,1 

A\cragc Perl'cntage Percl'ntage 
Si1c in ln~titutional umber of of Sto(·k 
Billions Ownership Analyst!> Trading Weekly 

$8.66 51.3 23.5 1.17 
(74-22) (33-8) (4.6-0.6) 

$0.15 44.6 9.3 0.88 
(72- I 2) (16-6) (4.4-0.2) 

SOURCES: Media General Financial Services, Zacks Corporate Earning~ 
Estimator, and Standard & Poor's Online. 

Institutional ownership was greater within the sample of large firms, hold-
ing 6.7 percent more of the outstanding equity. However, there was a wide 
range of institutional ownership within both the small and large sii.e sub-
sets. Eleven of the smaller firms had a higher institutional ownership level 
than the average large firm. 

The number of analysts measured suggests that analysts were about two 
and one-half times more likely to include recommendations about larger firms 
in their reports. However, the amount of original information probably 
decreases as their number increases. This study focuses on anomaly explana-
tory power when information on the firm is widely disseminated by Value 
Line. Six analysts were offering insights for the most neglected firm in the 
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--------
sample, suggesting that even this firm had an analyst clientelc. Twenty-two 
of the forty small firms had more than eight analysts, or exceeded the limit 
specified by Edelman and Baker (1987) for benefitting from the neglected 
firm effect. Hence, even for this extreme sample, the confounding effects 
firm neglect has been reduced. 

The higher level of institutional ownership and analyst intere~t may ha,e 
resulted in the larger turnover ratio for large stocks. Nevertheless, eighteen 
of the forty large firms had a lower turnover percentage than the average 
small firm. 

Jt is unlikely that any analysis of firm size influences will have an identical 
level of non-neglect in the small and large firm subsets. This comparison of 
firm neglect at the extremes of firm si1e within the Value Line set suggests 
that there is considerable overlap between the large and small firms in terms 
of institutional ownership and trading activity. The empirical results given 
below must be viewed with caution though, since larger firms have a greater 
following among analysts. and a higher institutional ownership and trading 
percentage. 

Size, PE, and Value Line·., Rankin~s a~ Anomalie" 

Firm Size Effect 

The notion that small firms, on average, earn higher risk-adJusted return~ 
than large firms was established by Ban, (1981) and Reinganum ( 1981 ). 
Although Roll (I 981, 1983) put forth several explanations of the small firm 
effect, Reinganum 's (I 982, 1983) research demonstrated that none of the al-
ternative explanations Y.ere able to eliminate the negative relationship be-
tween equity capitalization anJ Mock returns. Biased betas cau,ed by 
infrequent trading, abnormal January performance, inappropriate equilibri-
um models, illiquidity, and transactions costs differences were unable to ex-
plain the small firm effect. 

Additional investigation has been conducted examining the relationship 
between the site effect and industrial groupings (Carleton and Lakonishok, 
1986), security prices (Kross, 1985), relati,e prices (Zinvcy and Thompson, 
1987), positive skewness (Booth and Smith, 1987). and the day of the week 
(Keim, 1987). While these extensions provide more insight into the small firm 
effect, the explanatory power of the firm size variable survive~. 

Price/Earnings Ratio Effect 

Another anomaly which ha~ frequently been cited in the literature is the 
tendency of firms with low price/ earnings ratios (P/ E) to produce excess 
returns. Testing the proposit ion that low PI E securities outperform high P/ E 
securities dates back at least to Nicholson ( I %0). More recently, Basu ( 1975, 
l983) documented an eight percent difference in cumulative abnormal 
IS-month returns between the quintile of highest P / E securities and the quin-
tile of lowest PI E ratio securities. 
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As with the firm size effect, much research has followed this original 
documentation or the PIE erfect. Peavy and Goodman's (1983, 1985) find-
ings suggest that the P / E effect is robust with respect to potential risk ad-
justment problems caused by differences in firm size, illiquidity, intervalling, 
and specifying risk in terms or systematic versus total return variability. Test-
ing the P / E effect using stochastic dominance led Levy and Lerman (1985) 
to conclude that the P I E effect was robust to alternative specifications of 
risk aversion and that the market was inefficient. Transaction costs or ap-
proximately fifteen percent are necessary to eliminate the P / E effect, accord-
ing to Dowen and Bauman (1984). Persistent earnings led Rendleman, Jones, 
and Latane ( 1987) to research demonqrating that more tban half of the post-
announcement response to current quarterly earning~ may be a pre-
announcement adjustment to the market's expectation of the next quarterly 
earnings announcement. Davis' (1989) result~ indicate that the level or un-
expected earnings and the market reaction to une.,pected earnings differs 
across size classes. 

Value Line Timeliness Rankings 

The Value Line Investment Sune~ provides a wide range of descriptive and 
analytical information on common stocks, including a weekly ranking of ap-
proximately 1600 common stoch on their projected relative price perfor-
mance over the next 12 months. Rank I securities are expected to have the 
best relati\e price performance over the next 12 months, while Rank V secu-
rities are e,pected to perform the worst. Issues of the lnvrstment Suney are 
published weekly and an: available in most libraries. It, therefore, serves as 
a base of knov.ledge available to many investors. 

Value Line's Timeliness Ranl,.ings have attracted a great deal of attention. 
Performance evalua1ion studies by Blad ( 1973), Holloway (1981 ). and 
Copeland and Mayers (1982) conclude Value Line has predictive abili1y. The 
latter researchers, using a future benchmarks technique, found that Rank 
I firm~ outperformed Rank V firm~ by 6.8 percent annually on a risk-adjusted 
basis over the 1965-1978 period. Stickel's (1985) results ~uggest thal rank 
changes affecl common stock prices and that abnormal returns were obtaina-
ble C\en with the inclusion of transaction costs. Peterson ( 1987) has report-
ed that initial reviews of ~ecurities by Value Linc provides significant 
information. Huberman and Kandel (1987) noted little relationship between 
the Value Line and firm siLe phenomena over a similar 1976-1985 period. 

Research Procedure 

Sample 0{•1,cription 

The empirical sample consists of the common stock of corporations fol-
lowed by the Value Linc Investment Survey over the 1975-1984 period. This 
period lies subsequent to the last major revision of the format~ and conten t 
of the Investment Sun·ey.' In order to be in our sample set, the following 
set of information had to be available: 
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• Complete monthly closing price data for the December 1969 through 
December I 984 period. 

• Complete quarterly dividend information for the January 1975 through 
December 1984 period. 

• Value Line Timeline~~ Ranking\ for December 1974 through September 
1984 . 

• Complete information on the number of ~hares outstanding for the 1975 
through 1984 period. 

• Complete quarterly earnings information from the la~t quarter of 1973 
through the second quarter of 1984 . 

There were no fiscal year-end constraints. Only qocks traded on an exchange 
located in the United States were included in the sample set, in order to re-
move the confounding effects on price appreciation measurement caused by 
exchange rate nuctuations. 

Ofa potential 1600 firms which were, on average, followed by Value Line, 
913 met these information requirements and were included in the ~ample set. 
Monthly returns for these firm, were calculated on the basi\ of momhly clos-
ing prices and dividends reported by COM PUST AT. Port folio formation 
was conducted on a quarterly basis, in accordance with the frequency with 
which Value Line up-dates all corporate analyse,. U,ing a three-month hold-
ing period may also mrnimize the confounding influence of a "January ef-
fect," which would only account for on.: third of the fir~t quarter's time 
period. 

Size wa~ measured a~ the market value of the firm's outstanding common 
equity. PI E ratios were obtained by dividing the quarterly closing share price 
by the latest 12-month earnings, requiring a reporting lag of al least two 
months from the end of the fiscal period in order to minimize the "look-
ahead bias" found by Banz. and Breen ( 1986). The last a,ailable Timeline~s 
ranking wa~ u,ed for stock classification purpose~. 

One problem frequently ern.:ountered in corporate earning re~earch con-
cern~ proper port folio assignment of firm~ with negative earnings. Negative 
earnings may be the result of several factors in addition to unprofitable oper-
ations. A survey of 1980 financial statemenb, near the midpoint of this am-
ple, by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants found that 
over twenty percent include nonoperating items.' Automatic inclusion of firms 
with negative earnings over the preceding year in the high price/ earnings ra-
tio class may not accurately capture their true price/ earnings identity. Con-
sequently, the empirical tests were based on firms with positive earnings. 

Independent variable inf1uences cannot be investigated ~ensibly if mul-
ticolincarity exists within the independent variable set. Consequently, indepen-
~ent variable multicolinearity was examined prior to investigating the 
mdependcnt variables' ability to explain portfolio returns. Spearman rank 
correlations for the entire ten-year period were well below the 0.10 level, as 
shown below. A positive relationship between size and P / E was not unex-
pected, since share price is in the numerator of both variables. Value Line 
ha~ a tendency to give positive rankings 10 large firms during the sample 
period. The negative relationship between Timeliness rank and P/ E was prob-
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-- ably a consequence or Value Line's view of stocks with low price/ ear · · b · . . nmgs rat105 as emg more timely mvestment5. 

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients 
Size & P E .072 
Size & Rank .048 
Rank & P E -.046 

~nos~ t~e in~ividual year~. each anomaly pair had both positive and nega-
tive rela11onsh1ps. Fluctuatmg anomaly correlallon signs and significance im-
plies a lad, of persistent multicolinearity. Similar results were found by Dowen 
and Bauman (1986), leading them to conclude that size and price/ earnings 
ratio~ are separate effects. 

Portfolio 1-'ormation 

Stocks \\ere a~signed to three equal classes of firm size and price/ earnings 
ratio, \\ithout consideration or the other anomaly characteristics.• In this 
independent grouping process. the order of variable classification does not 
affect the significance of observed main and interaction effects. Compari-
,on or '"independent" \Crsus "within" grouping techniques by Cook and 
Rozeff ( 1984) led to the observation that Banz' (1981) results favoring the 
~mall firm effect and Basu's (1983) results favoring the P E effect were a 
con~equcnce of the order of anomaly clas~ification . 

.-\II stod,\ in the fir~t third of size and P E and ranked I for Timeliness 
\\ere collected into portfolio one. Next. all stocks common to the first third 
of size and P E ,, hich \\ ere ranl.ed :! for Timeliness form portfolio two. Repe-
tition result~ in 45 portfolios, \\ ith the la,t port folio consisting of those stocks 
ranl.t·d 5 for Timeliness, whio.:h are in the largest size third and highest P/ E 
third. 

In order to preclude the possibility that findings would be biased by un-
rnmmon anomaly combination, consisting of just one stock with unique 
return, unrelated 10 marl.et factors and uncharacteristic of that classifica-
tion'\ general performance, analysis of \ariance was computed requiring 3 

minimum of three ,tocb per cell. Requiring this minimal level of diversifi-
,·ation and eliminating any confounding effo:ts of negative earnings redu~es 
the number of portfolio-quarters by ten percent to 1593. For the entire 
1 q75. ( qg4 period. the a\erage number of quarterly observations per portfo· 
lio \\:t, 35.4. \\ith a range from ~6 to 40 .. .\verage quarterly rates of return 
l\lr t,,,th the full and adju~ted ~amples are e,hihited on the left and ri~ht 
,itk of tht· diagonal, re~pe-:ti\'ely, in Table ~- The similar holding ~en~d 
rt·ttirn, ,uggt·,1 that the rl.'duced ,ample size resulted in little \ariation m I e 
ha,i,· relatillll~hip bet\\ el.'n the mdependent and dependent variables. 

. d · d residu• N,H111n.1l return~. marl,..et-adJusted e,.:~ returns, and beta-a Juste 
.11 t l't111 n, ,t·n t•d .1, the Jependent \ ariabks .. .\ \ erage quarterly nominal rates 



lable 2 
Average Quarterly Rates of Return• 

All Portfolios & Portfolio,; Having a M inimum of Three Positive PIE Ratio!> 
1975-1984 

Percentage Return!, 

Classification ominal Market-exces!> Beta-adju!>ted 
Category Return~ Returns Returns 

(I) (Ill (II I) (IV) 

Firm Size 
Small 7.4017.02 0.74/ 0.31 0.32/-0.45 
Medium 5.63/ 5.64 - 1.04/-1.09 -0.64/ -0.91 
Large 4.35/ 4.65 - 2.28/ - 1.85 -0.99/-0.75 

PI E Ratio 
Low 6.81 / 6.94 0.07/-0.03 0.42/ 0.19 
Medium 5.76/ 6.91 -0.89/-0.91 -0.23/-0.58 
High 4.8014.66 -1.75/-1.69 -1.51/- 1.71 

Timeliness Rankings 
I 6.59/ 6.47 0.33/ 0.15 - 1.28/- 1.31 
11 6.92/ 6.91 0.31/ 0.33 -0.25/ -0.26 
111 5.86/ 5.85 -0.84/ -0.8 1 -0.25/ -0.24 
IV 4.78/4.77 -1. 92/- 1.89 -0.73/-0.73 
V 4.79/4.73 -2.18/-2. 16 -0.98/ -0.99 

Average 5.79/ 5.77 -0.86/ -0.88 -0.44/ -0.70 
0

Numbers represent an arithmetic average of the ~peci fied, dependent, quart-
erly return\ of each anomaly class during the 1975-1984 period. Each firm 
size and price/ earnings average is based on a maximum of 600 portfolio quart-
ers (3 PI E categorie!, * 5 ranks* 40 quarters), while each Value Line Aver-
age is based on a maximum of 360 portfolio-quarters (3 size classes* 3 PIE 
classes • 40 quarters). Values before the diagonal represent returns from all 
available portfolio quarters (N = 1776), while values after the diagonal 
represent returns on portfolios wit h at least three positive price/ earnings ra-
tios (N = 1593). 

of return, including dividends, within each anomaly class are presented in 
Table 2. Market-adjusted excess returns were obtained by reducing portfo-
lio returns by the return on the equally-weighted Center for Research in Secu-
rity Prices (CRSP) Index, including dividends. 

Simply reducing portfolio returns by the return on the market portfolio 
implicitly incorporates the assumption of equal risk across portfolios. Anal-
ysis of variance and multiple regression tests demonstrated that there is a 
significant negative relationship between beta and both firm size and Time-
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liness rankings, whereas the relationship between beta and the price/earn-
ings \'ariable \\3\ positive.' The sign and significance of findings are consistent 
,, ith previous research which indicates that ,mall firms, firms with high earn-
ings capitalizations, and those which are ranked I for Timeliness by Value 
Line are more risky. Therefore, market model residuals are also presented. 

Average residual returns acros~ anomaly classes are presented in column 
I\' of Table 2. The firm size effect, as measured by the difference between 
the average small firm and average large firm return (R, - R,), is reduced 
by mer firty percent when return~ are adjusted for systematic risk. A slight 
increase in the range of returns earned by portfolios based on PI E may be 
obser,ed when comparing market-excess and beta-adjusted residuals. The 
relationship berneen Timelines~ rankings and beta-adjusted residuals have 
a d1stinct1\'e in\'erted U-shape. The lowest return, v. ere earned on stocks with 
extreme rankings within both sample sets. 

\\"hik small firms on a,erage earned positive nominal returns in all quart-
ers. the size of the a'verage quarterly returns ,aried across the quarters. Much 
of the first quarter's return dominance, as exhibited in Table 3, arises from 
the first quarter of 1975, v. hen the stock market rose by fifty percent. Ex-
cludine thi~ ob~ervation reduces the average nominal return during the fi rst 
quarte~ to approximately 9.5 percent. Comparing this \'alue to the small firm 
return~ for the remainder of the year \ugge\ts that the concentration of the 
firm size effect in the first quarter 1s about half as great for this sample set 
as that ob,ened ,,ithin Keim's (1983) sample. The usage of non-neglected 
firms and quarter!~ holding period returns may have reduced the seasonal 
nature of the firm size a\'ailable. 

fable 3 
'\ominal Quartl.'rl~ Returns on Di\ ers ified Portfolio~ 

of mall Firm, "ith Po,iti\e Earning, 

Calendar Quarter: 
Nominal Return: 
Standard Oe\'iauon: 

I <rS-198-t 
In Percentage~ 

First 
15.16 

Second 
3.88 

11.29 

Empirical R~ ults 

Sin\ P F. :ind Rani. Significance 

Third 
-4. 94 

12.20 

Fourth 
4.26 

10.84 

. h. h s r\S Statistical The Ucneral Linear ~k,Jcl (GL~I) procedure v.n m t e · . ffect 
. . • · f · and interacuon e Pad,al!c w.i, emploved m the 1mes11gauon o mam . 05 · . . 1 based portfolio retur , ,ignifkancc. Rc,ult, ol the analym of anoma }· . . . ·r.cance 

,how n in T .it-le -4, mJicate that the firm size effect declined m Signt 
1 
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Main Effects 
Firm Size 
PIE Ratio 

Table 4 

Analysis of Var iance Results 

1975-1984" 

F-ratios b 

ominal Market-excess 
Ret urns Returns 

(II (10 

4.7)*U 15.30*** 
4.20••· 8.37* •• 

Timeliness Rankings 2.03* 9. 72*** 

Interaction Effects 
Size• P I E 0.08 0.77 
Size • Rank 0.46 I.BO• 
P/ E • Rank 0.20 0.62 
Size • P / E • Rank 0.17 0.35 

Bela-adjusted 
Residuals 

(111) 

1.83* 
13.91 **· 
2.66** 

1.07 
1.99• 
0.21 
0.47 

0 The maximum possible number of portfolio-quarters is 1800 (45 cells • 40 
quarters). There were 1593 por1folios with at least three positive price/ earn-
ings ratios. 

b Asterisk(s) indicate the level of F-ratio significance based on the following 
scale:• = .JO •• = .05 ••• = .01 

when beta-adjusted residuals were employed. However, all anomalies pro-
vide significant main effec1s at least at the ten percent level, regardless of 
the return measure used .' Extended investigation of the size-rank interac-
tion discovered that the significance of this interaction was concentrated in 
the fourth calendar quarler of the year.• The size-rank interaction in other 
quaners, as well as the other interactions, were insignificant. This interac-
tion insignificance is consistent with the findings of Cook and Rozeff ( I 984) 
and Arbel ( 1985), which led these authors to conclude that size and P / E arc 
independent variables. 

M ultiple Regression Coefficients 

Important implications for anomaly-based investment strategies arise from 
the general lack of an interaction. Without an interaction, the impact of the 
significant main effects on portfolio returns is additive. Ponfolios may be 
formed by selecting securities on the basis of anomalous variables indepen-
dently, instead of having to be cognizant of the interaction of firm size, PIE , 
and Timeliness ra nk ing characteristics. The marginal effects of the variables 
can be gleaned th rough mult iple regression. 
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In order to determine whether the negative relationship found by prior 
, c~ean:hcr\ existed for this database, the following additive return function 
wa~ utili,ed. 

R,. = a,, + B,(Size,.) + 8 ,(P/E,.) + B,(Rank,,) + E,, 
where: R,, the return on common stock portfolio j during quart-

er t 
a,, 

SIZE,. 

the return on common stock portfolio j during quart-
er t, which is unrelated to the anomaly variables 
the equity value classification of corporations in port-
folio j at the beginning of quarter 1 

PIE,, 

RANK,. 

the price/ earnings ratio classification of corporations 
in portfolio j as of the heginning of quarter t 
the Value Line Timeliness ranking of stock in portfo-
lio j a\ of the beginning of quarter t 

13,. 13,, B, regression coefficients on the related explanatory 
,ariable, 

A negative relationship wa\ found between return and each of the explana-
tory variabb, in accordance with prior research. By analyzing the coeffi-
l·ient~ prc\ented in Table 5, one may note that this was true regardless of 
whether nominal, market-excess, or beta-adjusted returns were observed. In 
.all instances, the explanatory power of the model was highly significant. 

Quarterly, incremental returns from selecting firms in the next smaller size 
d,M averaged 140 basis points, 29 after adjusting for systematic risk. The 
alNilutc ,aluc of P E coefficients were the most consistent across return vari-

fable 5 

<\nomal~ Coefficient \, alue, and Sil!nilicance u 

1975-1984 

htimatl'd Rej!res~ion Coefficients b 

I )l'lll'ndcnt Firm PF rimcliness Model 
V :iriabll• Si1c Rat io Rankin I!~ F-ratio R' 

Nlllnrnal -0.0140* .. -0.0073• -0.006] ••· 7.St• .. .02 
lkttrrris (- 3.60) ( - l.89) (-2.59) 

r-larl,,.et 
C:\l~l~\\ -0.01:24°• -0.0079••· -0.0078•** 34.48 ... .07 

~ct urn, ( -6.48) (-4.10) (-6.61) 

Beta-a<lju,ted - 0 .()(.l:!9• -0.0003 10.81 ... .05 
lk,1d11ah (- 1.65) (-5.38) (-0.30) 

"l'hcn• \H·rc I ~93 portfolio, with at leru.t three positi\'e price earnings ratios. 
1
' • • d. h I el of coeffi-Numhl·r~ in parcnrhc~c, arc t-ratios. Asterrsk(s) rn 1cate t e e\ 
l'll'III ,iitnifk:1111:c ha,l'lf l)fl the follO\\ing scale:• = . JO •• = .05 
••• - .(11 
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ables. One could have increa~ed nominal returns 146 (2•73) basis poinh by 
selecting low PIE firms, instead of high PIE firms. Since firm~ with lower 
PI Es also tend to have less risk, the risk-adjusted gain from selecting low 
PI E firms, instead of high PI E firms, was 188 (2*94) ba~is points. 

Timeliness rankings were significantly related to market-exce~s return,. 
Choosing from stocks ranked I for Timeliness, instead of V, would haw in-
creased average, quarterly, market-excess returns 312 (4*78) ba~i, point~. The 
linear explanatory power of the Timeliness variable was insignifo.:ant when 
returns were adjusted for systematic risk, perhaps as a result of the frequen-
cy o f high betas among rank I firm~. 

Transactions Costs and Port folio Turnover Adjusted Return~ 

The resea rch presented above suggest~ that firm size, PIE, and Timeli-
ness rankings were significantly related to portfolio returns during the 
1975-1984 period. The stock market appears to be allocationally imperfect, 
because abnormal return~ could have been earneJ on a set of stocks with 
certain well-defined anomaly characteristics. Neverthele~s. the stod, marl..et 
may be found to be operationally efficient once transactions cost~ arc takcn 
into account. 

Transactions costs are an increasing function of portfolio turnO\er, broker-
age charges, and illiquidity. Portfolio turnover, defined a~ the percentage 
of stock leaving an anomaly-based portfolio during a quarter, wa, calculat-
ed for each of the forty-five portfolios. Fifty-eight percent of the ,tocks moved 
to another anomaly portfolio combination each quarter. Less than five per-
cent of all firms moved to another size category during a quarter. Price earn-
ings ratios were more volatile, with about twenty percent of all l'irms hcing 
classified in another PI E suhset during the subsequent quarter. Forty per-
cent of sample firm~ had a different Timeline~s ranking three months later. 
The simultaneous change of all three anomaly characteristics occurreJ only 
0.5 percent of the time. 

A fixed, round-trip t"o percent and variable, ~ize-ba~ed transaction, cost 
rate was applied to portfolio returns. Two percent was chosen because this 
figure is approximately equal to the average total tramaetiom costs in 1979, 
as determined by Stoll and Whaley (1983). Two percent also com:~ponds 
to the a\erage full -service commi~sion rate in 1979 obtained from a Fidelity 
Brokerage Service survey. 10 

As one would expect, reducing all returns by two percent, the ~ame met-
ric, had no impact upon anomaly explanatory power. Reducing return, by 
the mult iple of a two percent transactions cost and a portfolio turnover fac-
tor had a small impact on anomaly significance, as illustrated in the second 
row of each dependent return variable set in Tahle 6. There wa~ a decline 
in the absolute value of the main effect's F-ratios, but fe\\ changes in th1: 
level of significance. 

A size-based variable transaction~ costs rate was abo incorporated into 
the investigation . Stoll a nd W halcy's findings concerning the distribution ol 
transactions costs across deciles of firm size, on the ba~b of d iffering bid-
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n,~ ~prcad~ and commis\ion costs, 'lloC'Te comhined .r.!o :.hree equal sue-based 
i,1111up~ . Bu,ed on Stoll and Whatey·s obscr.ations, :he mean return on the 
p1111folio, of ,mall firms was reduced by 3.-6 per.::ent. medium-sized firms 
1l'l11111~ were reduced by 2.60 percent. 11.hile large firm returns 11.ere reduced 
by 2.02 percent. In the current study, these per.::emages were multiplied by 
the respective turnover ratios. 

I he effect of adjusting returns for bid-ask spread and ..:.ommission cost 
variance due lo firm size is ghen in the "TurnO\er and Size" rO\\S of Table 
6. /\~ one would expect, the F-ratios on firm size declined. Severtheless, in 
lhc market-excess case, the explanator) po11. er of firm size retained a 0.05 
level o f significance. Using the size-based transactions costs adjustment had 
lilt le impact on the other main effects' explanatory power. or that of their 
interaction. 

In order 10 quantify the effect of transacuons costs upon anomaly portfo-
lio returns, returns net of size-based tran~ctions cosb \\Cre calculated for 

Table 6 

Anal}!>is of Anomal~ ignificance '-et of Transac~ons Costs 
F-ratios Ba!>ed on Anal~si, of \ ariance 

~lain Eltects I Dteuction Effects . Firm P[ Timelints.s ~Lt' Size• pp Size• 
Adju~lment Size lbtio Ran~ PE lbn~ Ru~ PI'Rw. 

Dependcnl Variable 'lommal Return, 
No Adjus1mcn1 4. 71 ••· 4.20•·· :.4J••· 0.08 0 -l6 O.:?O 0.17 
Ponfoho Turnover 4 J:?•·· J. ""4••· ~J6•·· 0.14 0.4-1 o.:o 0.17 
Turno,cr & Size I 0-i 3.60•·· ,:.49• .. or o ~s O.:?O 0.17 

Dependenl Variable· MarkeH\CCS\ Re1ums 
No AdJu11men1: 15.30°0

' 8.3 ... ••• 9:"2•·· O.i7 I .SO' 0.6: 0.35 
Por1foho Turno,cr 6. t~• .. 3.81• 00 6.95··· O.i5 1.68•· 0.6-1 0.36 
Turnover & Size 2.-6•· 6."s· .. 11 62· .. OSK :! b6*• 0.61 0.37 

Dependent Variable· Be1a-adJUSled R~1dual, 
No Adjus1mcn1 1.83· 13.91 00

' 1.66•· 1.07 1.99• 0.:1 0.46 
Ponfoloo Turno,er 1.67 11 9,i"' 4,J]•U 1.06 3 19••· 0.11 0.18 
T urno, er & Size 1.36 I 1.13•u 3_9.,1••· l.:!2 3_54••· 011 0 48 

• As1erisk(s) indicate 1hc lc,el of F-ratio significance based on 1hc follo\\ing scale: 
• - 0.10 • • - 0.05 •• • = 0.01 

•Portfolio 1urnover ro"' transaclions cosis \\ere obtained by muh1pl)ing each anomaly ponfo-
lio's 1urnover ra1io. 1hc percentage of stock no1 in the portfolio in sequen1ial quancrs. by 2-0 
perccnl. Analysis of ,ariance .. as applied 10 ponfolio re1urns reduced by 1his sum. 

Size adjustmenis \\ere genera1ed in accordance with 1he findings of Hanl R. S10II and Rob~rl 
E. Whaley, "Transacuon Com and 1he Small Firm Hfec1," Journal of financial uonomics 
12 (June 1983): 72-73. Pon folio turnover ratios were muhiplied by 3. 76/2.60/2.02 percent mean 
lran'illctions cos1 ra1es for small/ medium/ large NYSE firms, as observed by S1oll 3nd Whaley, 
in order to adjust porlfoho returns for size and turnover." 
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the extreme portfolios. On a, aage. net qu,utcrly marl-.l·t l''''l'" ll'l 11111, 1111 
the portfolio of small. lo,, P E. Rani.. I ,tl)Cl..s c,cl'l'lkd lll'I I l't 11111 ,,11 lni ~.1·. 

high PIE, Rank V stocb by 4.03 percent. Net lJUartt·rly bc:ta ad111,1l'd 1l',1d11.1l 
returns on the small. lo,, P E. Rani.. I portfoli,) c,cc:c:dc:d th,· m·t 1t·t11111 1111 
the large, high PI E, Rani.. \' portfolio by a 1e~~t·r 0.17 pc:n:c:111. 111 O.hK I"'' 
cent on an annualized basis. Since the~e, aluc~ art' net of all tran,acti1111 l'n,1,. 
investors would still benefit from portfolio strategics 1)1\ tht• ha,h of a ,·,u11 
bination of all three anomalies. 

Conclusion, 

Since the late I 970s, the tlo,, of published research reporting c:,·idcncl' t·on 
trary to the Efficient Marl-.et Hypothesi~ ha~ intcn,ificd. Thn:c or the: nll,,t 
popularly analyzed anomalies have been the size effect, P E effect, and Value: 
Linc Enigma. In order to minimize the confounding influence of informa-
tional deficiency and firm neglect, a special sample consi~ting of the firm, 
fo llowed by Value Line \\aS chosen. Nominal. market-excc,s. and beta-
adjusted residual returns were gathered for portfolios formed from c:ommon 
stocks followed by Value Line throughout the 1975-1984 period. 

The empirical findings suggest that firm size, P I E, and Timclinc,~ rank 
ings may be used to differentiate berneen portfolio, and thereby earn an ab-
normal rate of return. The results imply that firm negkct and/ or 
informational deficiency is an insufficient explanation of anomaly explana-
tory power. Excess returns are sufficiently large to co,cr transaction5 cosh, 
though the importance of firm size is greatly reduced. fa en for those firm; 
which arc widely followed and for which a great deal of information is widely 
disseminated, investors would have profited by purcha,ing only ,mall firm;, 
with low P/Es, that were considered timely imestmcnb by Value Linc. 

Foot not C's 

'This article contains a portion of the first author', di~sertation, which 
was successfully defended at the University of Kentucky in 1987. The first 
author is indebted to his committee: Ors. Keith H. Johmon (Chair). Michael 
Carpenter, Jeffery Born, Richard Furst, and Charles Hultman. 

'Aswath Damodaran ( 1987) has recently provided insight into informa-
tion structures. He explains why the kurtosis of the return distribution for 
information-poor firm; is greater than that for information-rich firm;. The 
kurtosis values for our data are: 4.21, 3.15, and 4.72 for small, medium, 
and large firms, respectively, suggesting that ,mall firm, in the Value Line 
universe are not necessarily information-poor firms. 

'The author; wish to thank an anonymous referee for suggesting the u~c 
of institutional ownership as a means of measuring firm neglect. Although 
the values given in Table I are from a recent period, they indicate that in-
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stitutional interest continues to be heavy acros~ firm size extremes within the 
Value Line sample. 

•Features added to the lmestment Sune~ during the early 1970s include 
providing a beta measure and safety index, an enlarged ~ummary-index, and 
an improved statistical format. 

' According to Accounting Trends & Techniques. 35th edition (New York: 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, I 981 ), 9.5 percent of income state-
ments report losses from discontinued operations. 6.8 percent repon extraor-
dinary items (e.g., losses from floods and fires), and S. 7 percent repon losses 
from inventory adjustment. 

•Preliminary tests that Y.ere run using four equal classes of firm size and 
P/ E resl.llted in an abundance of empty cells. Consequently, a 45 portfolio 
matrix was used for testing purposes. Firms with negathe earnings Y.ere elimi-
nated from the sample. 

'Betas were calculated via the market model employing the latest five years 
of monthly security returns and the CRSP equall}-weighted index (includ-
ing dividends). Darn not presented may be obtained from 1he authors upon 
requesl. 

'Significant main effects v.ere also found \\hen the analyses \\ere conducced 
employing betas adjusted for their tendency 10 regress towards unity. 

•During the October-December quaner, rec urns on medium-sized firms with 
Timeliness rankings of I are uncharacteristically low. The low rec urn does 
no1 appear to be related 10 abnormally good returns early in the year. be-
cause this portfolio's market-excess return is a negative I A percent during 
the January to March period. A "January effect" type of re\ersal may be 
occurring for Rank V small stocks which posted a 2. 7 percent market-excess 
return on average in the first calendar quarter. However, this is 1.9 percent 
less than the loss during the October to December period. 

'"The average of four exemplary rates quoted by Fidelity Brokerage Ser~-
ices, based upon its survey of leading brokerage firms, was 1.83 percent; in 
"This Chart Could Change the Way You Invest," Wall Street J ournal, Janu-
ary 4, 1980, p. 20. 
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